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Balabata was established in 2001, it has
been working very hard for the
development of education among the
Dalit and Tribal people.  Cards had
identified the needs of Dalit and Tribal
people in the society.  So CARDS started
Balabata for providing a better
education for the Dalits and tribal who
are at the   bottom stratum of the society.
CARDS expresses its gratitude for the
co-operation of the state and Central
Government for the last 15 years.  On
the auspecious occasion of the 15th
anniversary, Balabata expresses its best
wishes and heartful thanks to the staff
working in Andhra and Telangana,
Balabata at national level.  We extended
our gratirude    Principals of Residential
Schools, APSWS and staff, Principals
and staff of Tribal Welfare schools,
MEO's co-operating at rural areas,  Head
Masters, Mistress, of government
elementary and high schools,  We have
achived our set goals as our Balabata
staff has taken the rights of Dalits and
tribal which were written by our Bharaat
Ratna Dr.  B.R. Ambedkar in the
constitution. CARDS has been sharing
with the people of Dalits and Tribal and
identified their social backround and
evils faced by downtrodden people.
CARDS has been working to eradicate
aginst the untouchability in the villages,
our Indian constitution has given
assuprance in the Article 17 safeguarded
the untouchability.

Dr. P.Ranjan Babu established Balabata

to achieve that education can bring

equality and social change in the Dalits

and tribal life style.  He believed that

education can change the society.  So

Dr.P. Ranjanbabu idea become true as

Balabata achieved that this goal by

making lakhs of students as Balabata

students.  In Balabata children were

learnt not only education but also

games, songs, planation, clean and

green.  They have taught moral and

mental courage and confidence in

Balabata curriculum.  After they finished

their education these people made a part

of social service in the society.  these

people life style is different, their slo-

gans are "none is superior to me and I

am not inferior to anybody."  They

helped by establishing Best Clubs.

Balabata old students striving for their

future  develoment.  Balabata commit-

tee provides education.  The committee

will also never forget the co-operation

given by the state government.  Wish-

ing your help and co-operation in fu-

ture and my best compliments for the

15th anniversary festival,

            Jai.. Balabata.... Jai....Jai.Balabata.

          Dr. P. Frank Vishwanath.

      DIRECTOR.

BALABATA
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office.  I tanght the DO's in my

region to get more number of

students in Residential schools.

I shall extend my help to the

rural people and fulfil my

responsibility.

K.Elisha, RCO.

  Akkam pet (Village),

     Atmakur(Mandal),

         Warangal (Dist)

My hearful greetings to

Dr. P Ranjan Babu, Diretor,

CARDS Organisation.

     I established 30 Balabatas

centre in two mandals during

2015-16.  The same

information and  D.Os photo

were sent to the office.  I start

four Best Clubs in my   region

before the end of December.  I

have sent 4th class studetns list

to the   office in October and

November 2015.  I conducted

Jashuva birth anniversary on

28th September in my region.

I shall improve the Balabata and

it is my responsibility as RCO

that many students will get seats

in Residetial schools in

2015-16.

    G.Subba Rao, RCO.

Sir, Honourable Director,

Dr. P. Ranjan Babu.

CARDS Organisation,

Sir, I am working as RCO,

neme is , K.Babu, Khammam

I have got 183 seats in

Residential Schools during

2014-15.  My Balabata

students 50 got in K.G.B.

school. seats.  My hope is that

I will get more than 600 seats

during 2015-16.  I request you

to give me two new  ACOs

after giving training to them

in this year.  I want to conduct

Gurram Jashuva birth

anniversary on  grand scale by

next month.  In my

jurisdiction there are two

mandals - Chinthakani, and

Bonakal.  In the Chinthakani

Mandal DO's are very few, but

it has 10 villages in this

Mandals.   In all these villages

these villages there are no

sufficient Balabatas.  In

December.  I will start Best

clubs in.   1)   Nagulavancha,

2)  Seethampet,

3)  Patharlapadu,

 4) Bonakal.

K.Babu,RCO. Nagulavancha,

Khammam (Dist), Telangana.

Regional Co-ordinators (R.C.O) Observations and feelings

I shall honestly work for  the

development of dalits.  I shall

arrange a meeting with all

ACOs once in   every month.  I

speak to the Balabata DO's

how to teach the students

English words and maths to the

Balabata children.

J. Satya Kumar, RCO.

 Jodeneela, M.Nagar.

Sir, Honourable Director,

CARDS.

I have been sending

information to the CARDS

office every month 28th, 29th.

I will conduct DOs meetings

in the Two mandals of my

region.  I shall prepare the list

of 4th class students and send

it to the office.  I will start

Four Best clubs in  December.

I will conduct Gurram Jashuva

birth Anniversary at mandal

level with Mandal officers.

I'll talk to the parents about the

distribution of the seeds of the

vegetables and send the

photos of all the parents to the

Sir, Honourable Director,
CARDS organisation,

I have started

Balabata in four villages in
2015-16 and startted Best

clubs.  In  the same way I

will work hard to get more
seats in my region in

Residential Schools.  I

will get more seats than in
the last academic year

2014-15.  I told this plan

to ACO's working with me.
I  intimeted the parents and

students about the seeds of

vegetables and make them
know the importance of

growing vegetables.  My

plan is to conduct the birth
anniversary of the greatest

Telugu poet Gurram

Jashuva.   I shall inform the
people about the

Goverment schemes and

strive my best to help them
in gaining the  benefit those

schemes.  I take forword

the aims of our CARDS.



applied for  221 seats and we got

120 seats.  In 2015-16 I'll gain

more seats.  We recognised the

speechs of  Sri Amarnath and his

excellent service, I too part of that

service even a small part.  I create

competitive atmosphere in

Balabata meetings.  I shall start

Best Clubs in December, through

these clubs.  I can maintain same

Balabatas.  I'll do my best for the

Dalit students.

      K. Jayapaul, R.C.O.

    Nandigama, Krishna (Dist).

Sir, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu.   Director, CARDS.

Sir,

    I shall start four Best clubs in

my area - 1) Janaram,

2) Bandapalli, 3) Kishtopher,

4) Mandapalli.  In 2015-16, I shall

try my best to get 90 seats for

S.C's and 210 seats for ST's in

Residential schools. My vision for

2016. 1) New programmes.

2) Educational development.

3) Economic development.

4) Untouchability.

I'll create awareness

about Government seats among

people.  I'll do the works which

are practical and send the reports

to the office every month.  on 28th
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September, I conducted Jashua

birth anniversary through Balabata

DO's.  The anniversary reports and

photos were printed in news

papers.  I'll start Balabatas where

they are necesary.  I'll increase the

Balabata people, DO's.  I shall

make contact with the people and

contact with Political leader.

   K.Ravi, RCO,

          Kovel (Village),

Jannaram (Md),  Adilabad (Dist)

Sir, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan Babu.

Director, CARDS.

Sir,       I attended the meeting

conducted in the CARDS      office

on 27,28,29, August.  In this

meeting D.D's informed us about

the goals to be achieved in

2015-16.  Best clubs must be

started in four villages and a

meeting must be arranged in every

village everymonth and its report

must be sent to the  office.  Monthly

reports of  two mandals must be

submitted.  In the areas where there

are A.P. Residential Schools, new

ACO's must be appointed and in

every mandal where there are

model schools RCO and ACO

together must   coordinate the work

and gain more seats in 2016.  I shall

do my work sincerely in the

CARDS organisation.

         Y. Sukumar, RCO,

       Tarlupadu (Mandal)

Sir Honourable Director,

CARDS with salutations.

In Jeelugumalli and

Jangareddy gudem mandals in

W.Godavari District, there are

30 Balabatas.  The aim to be

achieved during 2015-16,  to

create awareness about

CARDS Organisation's Best

Clubs in every villages.  To

achieve more Residential

school seats in 2015-16 than

the seats achieved in 2014-15.

Still there are some villages

where there are no Balabatas.

In such villages we have to

create new environment and

start Balabatas.  In such

villages we have to create new

environment and start

Balabatas to eradicate

illiteracy and untouchability.

To inculcate interest about

education in every dalit child

and see that he should be in

Balabata. It must be necessary

that Balabatas must be in the

surrounding areas where are

Residential schools in my

agenecy area.  I'll start

Balabatas in every tribal

village with new ACO's and I'll

work with the aim of making

every child educated and a  good

citizen.  This year my D.Os and I

collectively work hard and will

get 400 seats in Residential

schools this year.  My aim is to

get more seats in Residential

schools and it should reach each

and every student.

                M. Durgarao, R.C.O.,

    Jeelugumalli,

        W.Godavari (Dist)

Sir Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

Sir, I have been

working as RCO in the

Nandigama region for the last 10

years.  In CARDS Office a

meeting was conducted on 27,

28, 29 of  August.  In this

meeting I came to know my new

goals and learnt many new things.

I've decided how to reach my

goal in 2015-16.  I've decided to

change two families in case of

education as part of my

economical goal.  I'll gather the

financial resources from

different persons in my reagion.

I made it a goal to mould the two

families as models.  I have

achieved my goal in 2014-15 we
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 Opinion of  Gurukula School Students

Sri Dr. P. RanjanBabu, Director,
CARDS.  Sir,       Iam, P. Anjaiah.

I was Joined in 2nd class in
Balabata school.  prior to that I donot
know the Alphabets, words.  After
joining in Balabata school now I have
learned writing of words and
numbers.  When I was in 4th class
my father expired.  By the
encouragement given by CARDS
I have passed the entrance test for
admission in to Residential school.
CARDS organisation is giving full
back supoort and encauragement to
the children like me for getting
admission in A.P. Residential schools
and development of our future.  It is
more useful for my like.  even now
Iam studying 10th class in the
Residential school.  The
encouragement given by Balabata
I have studied up to 10th class now
I will get good marks in 10th class.
My main aim is to become I.P.S
Officer During holidays I am visiting
Balabata school and encouraging the
students for writing of entrance test
for admission in to Residential schools
and also explaining them the facilities
available in AP Residential schools.
If there was no Balabata school I
could not have developed my
education organisation.  I am thankful
to the CARDS organisation and the
Director.
P. Anjaiah.   S/o.Shanthvardhana.

Bhuvanagiri (Vill & MD),
 Nalgonda (Dist)

Respected Dr.P.Ranjanbabu garu,
Director, CARDS.  Sir,

Iam V.Pavani.  Now Iam
studying in 8th class.  Through
RCO of balabata I appeared for
entrance test for admission in to
Residential school and got the seat.
I have learnd discipline in balabata
curriculum with this
encouragement.  I got seat in
Residential school.  Now I am very
happy in studying A.P.S.W.R.
School.  I think it is a great
opportunity for me to study
Residential school In Balabata I
have learnt songs and gteat
slogans.  The slogan given by  Dr.
P.Ranjanbabu that I am not below
to any one and no one is above
me." these words inspired in my
life.  Now I told my Residential
school Teachers about these
slogans, they are also unspired and
tought to each and every students
in my school.  These slogans give
us courase, encouragement and
dare.  So I stood first in the class in
all activities.  My main aim is to
become an IPS Officer and serve
to poorpeople and do justice.  I am
thankful to D.O, ACO, RCO of
Balabata.  Mainly I am thankful to
Director and CARDS. D a l i t
race were awakened by the names
of Dr. BR. Ambedkar and Gurram
Jashuva with their inspiration. I'll
work with the Balabata people and
give them training and supervise
Balabatas in villages at mandal
level and conduct meetings and
make them part of Balabatas.

          M. Srinivasa Rao, DCO,
     Vemur (MD), Guntur (Dist)

Sir, Honourable  Dr. P.Ranjan
Babu.   Director,  CARDS.
Sir,
    On 27-08-2015 at 11:00 a.m
in Macharla mandal cycles and
'fishing nets' for ST's were
distributed.  We went to
Residential area.  Sir,  Amarnath,
D.D spoke to the Dalit families
about the water facility.  The
meeting was at Dr. Babu
Jagjeevanram's community Hall,
we also visited S.T. Yanadi
families and understood their
living conditions.  They were
living in thatched  huts as they
had no permanent houses.
CARDS Understood their
suffering and ready to rescue the
villagers by getting loans
through Dwacra groups.
CARDS has been working in
these villages to fight for
untouchability for his strughgle
the people of that village came
to know their rights and duties
and achived their rights by
Director Dr. P.Frank Viswanath
told us that our goal is
untouchability and education.  I
came to learn about the three
thigs there.  I wish to achieve my
goal in 2015-16.  Sri
Hrudayaraj, D.D, gave  a detailed
report of Balabata.
J. Solomon Raju, RCO.
Itchoda (Md),  Adilabad (Dist)

Sir, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu.   Director, CARDS.

My salutations.

Subject: About the matters

which I came to know in the

three days meeting on

27,28,29 August this year.

Sri, I, am RCO, Amrabad,

Mahboobnagar district.  I

attended the meeting on

27,28and 29th.  On the first

day we visited pinnelli village.

I interactced with pinnelli

people, they told us that

CARDS has been doing since

30 years and its prominence

in that area how the CARDS

has sacrificed.  CARDS

helped the yanadis and dalits

in all respects.  I whole

heartly declare that we shall

work for the entrance into

Girijan schools, and put

maximum effort of Balabata

education system.  I try my

best to gain more than 1000

seats in Residential schools

next year.  After setting

Residentioal school seats I

shall inform the people of

our area and awakening the

villagers.

         D. Yellaswami, RCO.

                 Amrabad,

      Mahboobnagar (Dist).
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expressing their gratitude to Sri.

Dr. P.Ranjan Babu for

establishing such great

organisation.  He told us "Your

dedication towards dalits is very

commendable".  We are taking

the responsibilities of the

depressed dalits in every

village.  We are creating

awareness in every student how

to go for higher studies.  The

father of V.Meghana is Sydulu

and mother is Suneetha.

Meghana wishes to do

engineering in future or she

wants to become atleast a

teacher.

       V. Abraham, ACO.

           Vemulapalli (Mandal),

Nalgonda (Dist)

To, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

Sir,   I am V.Mounika,

Chilkapuram (Village, Halia

(Mandal).  I am studying 9th

class.  After completing my 4th

class I appeared for 5th class

entrance examination in

Residentaial school through

A.C.O and D.O.  I passed the

exam with good marks.

A.C.O.'s Opinions

To, Honourable Sri Dr.

P.Ranjan Babu, Director,

CARDS.

Sir,

     I am Vallampatla Abraham,

ACO, Amanagallu (Village),

Vemulapalli (Mandal),

Nalgonda (Dist).  During the

present year I got 101      seats

- 57 in model school, 32 in

Residential school, and 12 in

Kasthuribha schools, total 101

seats.  I am working in

Vemulapalli and kethepalli

mandals.  In kethepalli mandal

Kumari Kadem Saritha got a

seat in 5th class in Residential

school.  The girl is learning

very actively.  She has a great

desire to go for higher  studies

and study medicine.  She is

expressing  her thanks to our

CARDS organisation.  Her

address is Kadem Saritha.

Father is Balaswami,

Bheemaram (Village),

Kethepalli (Mandal).

   V. Abraham, A.C.O,

          Vemulapalli (Mandal)

To, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

Sir,

     During 2013-14 I informed

the parents of vallampatla

Meghana, daughter of Sydulu,

Amangallu (Village),

Vemulapalli (Mandal),

Nalgonda district, about

education and Model School.

This girl was joined in the

Headquarters of Model school

of vemulapalli (Mandal).  She is

now in 8th class.  She has been

the school first every year.  She

belongs to dalit family (S.C.

Madiga).  Now hostel is started

in the school.  In past the

studetns had to travel 15km by

bus everyday, so they were tiyed.

Now she is very confident that

she will study well and go for

higher studies.  She is

continuing her studies with the

advice I have given her as an

ACO.  Her  parents are very

happy.  I told them the activities

of CARDS.  The parents are

My parents are very happy.

My aim is to study well and

become a lady police officer.

The reason is only a police

officer can control the

cheaters.  In the society girls

are facing many rapes and

murders.  Not only ladies my

innocent dalits are also

becoming victims to many

attrocities.  I want to go for

higher studies and bring good

name to my parents as well as

my teachers and those who

gave me an opportunity to

study.  I also pray God to fulfill

my desire.  I also pray god to

keep Dr. Ranjan Babu safe and

do the service to among many

dalit children like me.

         V. Mounika, 9th Class.

To, Sri.  Dr.P.Ranjan Babu,

Director, CARDS with many

salutations.

Sir,   I am Ajay from Rajavaram

(Village), Halia (Mandal).  I

am studying 10th Class.  My

aim is to become a teacher.

Because I want to make

children like me educated.  I

am studying in Residential



school  through Balabata.  My

heartful thanks to the director

for giving me this opportunity,

I wish to spreadeducation

among my dalits.  I feel that

the donation of education is

very great.

    P. Ajay, 10th Class,

       Gurukula Bhuvanagiri,

                    Nalgonda (Dist).

To, Sri. Dr.P.Ranjan Babu,

Director, CARDS.

Sir, I am pandu, studying

9th Class in Aleru Residential

school.  I want to become a

teacher.  My heartful

gratitudes to Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu for giving me this great

opportunity.

   B.Pandu, 9th Class,

            Peddavura (Mandal),

        Nalgonda (Dist).

To, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu Director, CARDS.

Sir, I, B.Prasad , am

working as ACO in

Nelakondapalli and

Mudigondapalli mandals in

Khammam district.  This year

I have joined 40 students in

11         12

Residential school.  After they

joined the school, some days

back I met them and knew their

details.

           B.Prasad, A.C.O.

         Khammam (Dist)

To,Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

Sir,

     I express my graittudes to Sri

Ranjan Babu and CARDS.  I

came to know many things about

education  through Balabata.  I

got good knowledge about

education.  I applied for the

Residential school through

Balabata and got a seat.  I shall

study well and become a teacher

in future.

       B.Ramya, d/o Prabhakar,

     Mujjugudem (Post),

       Nelakondapalli (Mandal),

         Khammam (Dist).

To, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

Sir,

   I am N. Sireesha, daughter  of

Lazer.  Through Balabata I came

to know about education and

how many benefits are there

through education,  our A.C.O

made me apply for Residential

school and  I was taught well by

our D.O.  So I got good marks and

I got a seat in the Residential

school.  I shall study well and

became a       doctor in future.  My

heartful thanks to this CARDS

organisation.

            N. Sireesha, d/o Lazer,

                 Medepalli (Village),

               Mudigonda (Mandal),

         Khammam (Dist).

To, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

Sir, I am K.Sandeep, S/o

Venkanna.  Through Balabata

programme I came to know many

things.  The programmes of

Balabata like drill, education with

sports and songs, cleanness of

surroundings and growing of

kitchen garden are very interesting

and useful.  I applied to the

Residential School through ACO

Sir,  As D.O Sir, gave us tution in

the morning and evening we got

good marks.  We got seats in the

Residential School.  My thanks to

CARDS.

        K.Sadeep,  S/o Venkanna,

Atcharlagudem,

Nelakondapalli,

          Khammam (Dist)

To,

     Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan Babu,

Director, CARDS. Sir,

 I am Adivalla Sidulu, s/o

Bakkaiah.  I am working as ACO

in Ongamama (Village), Kanaga

(Mandal).  I made 86 students

apply for   entrance test.  Among

them 16 boys and 10 girls got

seats.  The students were able to

get many seats  because of

CARDS.  As we gave tution for

the students in the moring and

evening they were able to get

good marks.  All these    students

are expressing their   gratitude to

Dr. P.,Ranjan Babu.  N.Nandu a

Balabata     student got a seat in

Rajapet Residential school.  His

parents said that they were very

happy.  As he prepared for the

examination through Balabata, he

passed the test and got a seat.  The

boy's     father  expresses his wish

that his son should become an

I.A.S officer.  They are

expressing their thanks to the

Director, CARDS.

           N.Nandu, s/o Nagaraju,

    Ongamama gudem(Village),

Kanagal(M)       Nalgonda (Dt).

To, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

Sir,     I feel proud to serve dalits

in our mandals.  Through Balabata

we joined many dalit studetns in

Model  School.  Model schools

are very beneficial to dalits.  As

an ACO I see that caste and

income certificates are issued  in
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our mandals.  Our state

government is issuing Rs.

51,000/- as a part of Kalyana

Lakshmi scheme for S.C., S.T

dalits to see that     marriage

should not be a burden to them.

Through grama jyothy

programme C.C roads and

boring pumps are provided in the

dalit localities.  If dalits study

through Balabata, education is

like boon to them.  Wealth may

belong to some but      education

belongs to all.  I want to see the

children study well in Model

school and become a group II

employee.  The parents of the

students who studied through

Balabata are             expressing

their thanks to the CARDS

organisation and Dr. Ranjan

Babu.

A. Sabitha, d/o Venkanna,

  Kanchanapalli (Village),

     Nalgonda (Dist)

To,

Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan Babu,

Director, CARDS. Sir,

I go to Balabata in the

village everyday in the morning

and evening and make the

children do drill.  In our

village, through CARDS

organisation the     children are

learning 1) Cleanness and

greenness, 2) Growing of

kitchen  gardens,   3)    Self

help life style.

4) Education through sports

and songs.  Children are

studying well.  My heartful

thanks to Dr. P.Ranjan Babu

for establishing Balabatas in

dalit localities.  As  I

encouraged and made the

children appear for entrance

test  to in 5th class in

Residential school for writing

exam, they are  very happy

among them a  student named

A. Jhansi wishes to become an

I.P.S   officer.

            A. Jhansi, D/o Ramulu,

                Mushando (Village),

                      Nalgonda (Dist)

To, Honourable Dr.

P.Ranjan Babu, Director,

CARDS.

Sir,

I,   Chandan s/o Satyanarayana,

am studying 4th class applied

for entrance test.  My parents are

green grocers and very poor

family.  As the dalits are provided

education through Balabata, they

are very happy.  In the government

sehools children are given iron

tablets through ANM.  CARDS is

working so as the dalits get

educations.  Our thanks to the

Director, CARDS, D.O's and

ACO's for establishing Balabatas

in our villages.

       Chandan s/o Satyanarayana,

               Bothmepalli (Village),

 Kanagal (MD) Nalgonda (Dist).

To, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

Sir, I am Surupanga Prakash.

I made the children apply for 5th

class in all the Residential Schools

in Bhuvanagiri, Turkapalli, as well

as Aleru, Gundala, Atmakur,

valigaondala mandals.  Nearly 500

students applied.   Among them we

got 270 seats.  In my jurisdiction a

girl named Surupanga Jhansi,

D/o. Venkatesh, Namathpalli

(Village), Bhuvanagiri (Mandal) is

studying in       Residential school.

This girl wishes to become a

doctor in future.  After completing

10th class in Residential school, she

wants to write center of  excellency

test at corporate level and get a

seat in MBBS. Now this girl  is

studying 5th class in Aleru

Residential school for Girls.  She

is expressing her thanks to Dr.

P.Ranjan Babu for studying in

Balabata and getting a seat in

Residential school.  Her Biodata:

Surupanga.Jhansi.D/o. Venkatesh.

Namatpalli    (Village), Bhuvanagiri

(Mandal), Nolgonda (Dist).

2) Gopi Swetha, father: Swami.

Name of the School: Social

welfare Residential School, Aleru.

Penchikala pahad (Village)

Bhuvanagiri (Md)Nalgonda (Dist).

This girl is very confident of

passing in first class and later

wants to do M.A. B.Ed and

become a teacher in government

school in future.  She expresses

her thanks to Sri Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu for giving her a chance to

study in Balabata.

3) Injamuri Nikhil S/o Jangaiah.

This boy is now studying 5th class

in Rajapet government Boy's

Residential School.  This boy

wants to do his post graduate

course in future and write civils

exams and become a group I

officer in Government services.

He expresses his gratitude to the

Director, CARDS for allowing him

to study in Balabata.Injamuri

Nikhil; father : Jangaiah.  Poddutur

(Village)  Valigonda (Mandal)
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many governmnet and private

offices and they recognised me

and did me favour by

completing  my works in

notime.  The reason for this is

that I have worked in CARDS.

My sincere thanks to those

who gave me this    opportunity.

Aleti. Sudarsan, ACO,

s/o Venkaiah, Vadapalli (Vil),

       Damaracherla (Mandal),

           Nalgonda (Dist)

To, Honourable Dr.

P.Ranjan Babu, Director,

CARDS.

Sir,    I collected the opinion of

the student who got admission

into the Residential school in

the jurisdiction of Balabata in

which I am working.  Among

them one K. Nandini D/o.

K. Mallesh is now  studying 8th

class in Kammadanam

Residential school.  After

joining the Residential school

she got good command on

English language.  In the first

year of joining the Residential

school, she got good marks in

almost all the subjects.  Later

she leaned good discipline,

sports and songs.    K. Nandini,

     Kothapet (Village),

Kowsampet (Mandal),

            Mahboobnagar (Dist)

post.  He got the job in a very
young age.  This credit goes to
CARDS organisation.  It is the
greatness of CARDS to join
the children of    uneducated
parents in Residential schools
and show them employment.
4) Vattepu Sarat Kumar s/o
David RAju, Damaracharla,
Nalgonda (Dist)
     I have Joined this boy in 5th
class in Residential School.
His  parents lead their lives by
crushing stones in quarry.  This
boy completed Intermediate
with Bi.P.C Course and last
year got BSc (AG) seat.  Those
who were thus successful 85%
were students of Residential
schools.  Only 20% of those
who studied in government
schools went for higher
eduction.  100% of the
students of Residential schools
are studying higher education.
Girls are continuing their
studies even after their
marriage.  Those students
whom I joined in Residential
Schools and those students
who studied in RCJC college
Dinapur Phirangipuram.
MPHW and MLT are now
working in government
hospital, in Registrar's office
in our district, MRO office and

1) Manda Sandhya D/o Sidulu,

Vadavalli (Village).  She joined in 5th

class in Mattampalli Residentiol

school and completed Intermediate

with MPC group.  Now she is

studying in B.Sc (Maths).  She told

us that in Residential school not only

subjects but G.K and sports and

cultural     activities and were

conducted and the  creativity in them

was recognised.  She       participated

in state level sports   competitions and

got two  certificates.

2) Islawat Sali D/o Bhukya Naik,

Narsapuram, Damancharla,

Nalgonda.  She joined in 5th class in

Damancharla Residential school,

studied  Intermediate with CEC group

there itself and later got a seat in

entrance test for T.T.C and now she

is studying T.T.C course in D.I.T.E

college, Nalgonda.  Her parents are

illiterates.  They are very happy as

their daughter is studying teacher

course Her father takes to his house

any body from our CARDS

organisation with great respect..

3) Gandham. Vinay Kumar S/o

Samelu, Bothalapalem   (Village),

Damancharla, Nalgonda.   I have

joined this boy in 5th class in SC

Social welfare.  After completition of

Intermediate with the guidance and

encouragement of PET there he

participated in Indian Army

recruitment and got a clerk

4) P. Kiran S/o Sankaraiah.  This

boy is studying 5th class in

Government Social welfare

Residential School, Bhuvangiri.  In

future he wants to become a

sportsman with the training and

encouragement he has got in

Balabata and wants to become a

government servant.

Biodata: P. Kiran,  Father:

Sankaraiah. Village: Nandanam.

Bhuvanagiri, District: Nalgonda.

       Surupanga Prakash, ACO,

              Bhuvanagiri(Mandal)

                      Nalgonda (Dist)

To, Honourable Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu, Director, CARDS.

During years 2006-07 and

2007-08, I saw 175 children

wrote  entrance test in

Residential School, Nalgonda

disrict.  Among them nearly 32 Sc

students girls 25 and Boys 07 got

seats.  In the same way among 43

ST students, girls 27 and boys 16

got seats.  All the students who

were admidted in the Residential

schools have    completed their

intermediate course.  First, I joind

Balabata as DO and later as

MCO I encouraged these

students in Residential School.

4 girl and boy students who got

admission into Residential

School.


